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End of Year Old Fliers Meeting - Nov. 17. Meet again Friday February 2, 2018.

Old Fliers Group End of Year Meeting

How does this sound? Lunch, followed by Christmas pudding, in the
company of friends, talking flying. Follow that with two interesting
talks. A young chap asked me if there were age restrictions or conditions on joining the group. “No, none at all”, was the answer. The
free raffle to win a Tiger Moth Flight was won by Merlene Smith.

Have you heard about Pilot Officer Percy Prune? Percy was coopted in WWII to educate pilots in a humorous way by means of
a Training Memoranda. Percy came from a long line of Prunes and
Brian Hernan told us about some of them – Prune the Druid, Percius
Prunus and Sir Francis Pruin, for instance. Pilot Officer Prune’s
ability to get into and then out of trouble was legendary.
Vern Benjamin’s talk was about how to slow down and stop an

aircraft. These included arresting hooks, crash barriers, reverse
thrusters, reverse pitch propellers, spoilers, undercarriage, flaps,
drogues, drum and disk brakes, speed brakes and even forward
facing rockets. Then there is engine thrust vectoring, tailskids,
side-slipping and ground looping. Modern auto-brake and anti-skid
systems also help.
The Old Fliers Group meet again on Friday February 2, 2018. Our
on-line fan base steadily grows and we now have 1,000 subscribers.
To date we've had 705,687 hits on 321 talks .
Visit: https://www.youtube.com/user/OldFliersGroup
or contact Stephen Rogers: henol@bigpond.net.au
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President Editorial

"Onwards and Upwards." Andrew Eldridge, Club President.

A

s we welcome in the New Year I
would like to reflect briefly on
the year just gone. It has been another successful year for the Club,
and I thank everyone who has contributed to
the strong performance. I am supported by a
very capable and motivated committee, all of
whom are active in the Club and in the air.
We’ve had a busy and varied flying calendar,
managed very successfully by Club Captain
Russell Philip, and the Flying Committee. We
have held a number of social events, and busy
bees, organised by Steve Wilson who heads
up the House and Grounds sub-committee and
the Social sub-committee. Thank you to all
the volunteers who attended our busy bees at
Jandakot. Thank you also to the members who
have supported the Club in 2017 by attending
Club events and competitions, or simply by
exercising your licence to fly.
Congratulations to Vice President Mitchell
Wells on his recent marriage to Sarah. We
wish Mitchell and Sarah and the family pet,
VH-DOG, all the best for the future.
Murrayfield has been kept running like a welloiled machine in large part due to the volunteers who build and modify our facilities there.
These members also ensure the grass is mown,
and the airfield is inspected and kept compliant.
Murrayfield instructors John Crisp and
Michael Kidd have gone above and beyond,
giving of their own time to renovate the offices,
and also setting a great example of how to
attract business to the Club. Thank you to the
Murrayfield team.
2017 was a very wet year, and we had extended
periods of poor weather that impacted the
hours flown. We have therefore been a little
behind budget during the last few months, but
we are working hard to get back on track for
the last half of the financial year. CEO David

Currey and the staff at the Club are to be
congratulated for making the best of a difficult
situation. Amy Richards has done a sterling
job as Head of Operations after being thrown
in at the deep end. My congratulations to Amy
on her recent marriage, and best wishes for the
future. Amy has been accepted by QANTAS
and is awaiting a start date, and we are working
to ensure we are ready when that time comes.
Thank you to all the ground and flight
instructors, and everyone supporting training
– the year just gone has been a very successful
year, particularly for WAAC. There were
some milestone birthdays amongst the staff,
and without wishing to embarrass them by
stating any numbers, happy birthday to Mark
Heller and Glenda Dyke – thank you for your
loyalty to the Club. WAAC is fully subscribed
for the first intake of 2018, and we continue to
conduct flying training for TAFE in 2018. The
coming year promises to be another strong
year for the College.
Credit for the interest in WAAC can be
attributed to the great work of Charlee
Hateley in her role of Student Liaison, and to the
improved marketing and promotion being
undertaken by Marketing Manager Jodie
Atkinson. You will continue to see a strong
emphasis on good communications, and
promoting the RACWA brand within the
community in the coming year. You can do
your part too, by recommending us to your
friends and family and encouraging the experience of flight. We will soon be commencing a
revamp of the Club website - stay tuned for
that. Thanks to Jodie for bringing a new, fresh
look to Tarmac Topics.
Thanks to Glen Caple and his team of
engineers who keep us flying. We anticipate
introducing a new software package called
AeroTrack, over the coming 6 months that will
streamline our handling of parts and main-

tenance. In breaking news, we hope to have a
Cessna 206 on line shortly for member hire.
Work has commenced in the area at the rear
of the clubhouse where trees were recently
removed. The Biomax area has been fenced,
and tiles put down to create a giant chessboard. We anticipate the installation of a
permanent brick barbecue just as soon as we
find members willing and able to build it. If you
would like to assist, please contact the Club.
The Club recently commissioned Go2 Group
to complete a plan for future development at
Murrayfield. Construction Manager for Go2
Group, Tony Mercer, is a keen Club member,
and budding pilot close to acquiring his PPL,
and we look forward to working with Tony
and his team to implement the plan at Murrayfield. At the same time, we have approached
the State Government to sure up support for
the program. The establishment of hangars and
training facilities at Murrayfield, together with
improvements to the airport, will create jobs
and be an economic boost for the Peel region.
We trust that the State will see the value in
this, and get behind the Club.
Work continues on the draft constitution thanks
to Bruce Rathbone and his sub-committee, and
at this stage we are looking at the possibility
of a Special General Meeting during autumn
to approve the new constitution. Work has also
started to establish a Club Foundation for gifts
and bequests, in order to establish funds for
annual scholarships which will be awarded to
worthy students of flying.
We have a great club and I encourage you to
use it as much as you can. I wish you a happy
and successful year in 2018 and I look forward
to seeing you at the Club and in the air. Safe
flying!

Part of our engineering team, Henry Brink & Lew Peake, rebuilding the engine of the RACWA Partenavia VH-IXE
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Club Captain Report

"Welcome to another month of rants, raves and general thoughts." Russell Philip, Club Captain.

A

A very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to one and all.

I’ve told Santa I’ve been a good
boy and all I really want for Christmas is an
AIRWORTHY Twin Comanche. The elves
in hangar assure me that they are doing their
level best and that she should be flyable with
plenty of time to spare for Christmas. I wonder
if Santa has the same airworthiness concerns
with the Sleigh and Reindeer? As the designer
and constructor he probably gets to do his
own maintenance, and as the head man at the
North Pole he is probably his own regulatory
authority.
Seriously, having spent all my spare time for
the last several weeks working with Glen and
his hangar team I have a much greater appreciation for the job they do and the conditions they do it under. Thanks for your help
in taking TXC apart and getting her back
together again. If any of you aircraft owners
can spare the time I thoroughly recommend
spending some of it assisting the engineers
in maintaining your bird. The understanding
of what goes where and why may well help
you when stuck out at West Calathumpia
with a corroded Franistan wire (for those of
you who read MAD magazine in the 70s (the
old days – The Franistan wire was corroded
and we had to replace it, cost $0.50. Now –
The Franistan wire was corroded and we
had to replace the engine, cost $50000.00).
For those of you who are smart enough to rent
other peoples aeroplanes Glen occasionally
runs a pilot approved maintenance clinic. This
can get you another very handy set of skills
when stuck out in the GAFA (the Great Australia F… All – 2 million square miles of NOTHING surrounded by 4 million square miles of
Bugger All Else). Among the things you can

legally do that may save you from trying hitchhike home are repair/replace a tyre, clean or
change a spark plug, replenish fuel, oil, and
hydraulic fluid, and make minor fabric repairs.
There are plenty more but they aren’t likely
to be the things you will be doing to get yourself home. Surprisingly few tools are needed
for these tasks and if you can find a helpful
local you may be on your way in short order.

Club Competition Results
Name

Running
Score

Russell
Philip

283

Peter
Marshall

198

John
Look

154

Keith
Milner

144

Kayla
Aitken

100

I have been examining the security camera footage and I can report that David Currey was not seen doing a rain dance in the
lead-up to our 2 for 1 competition last Sunday (That doesn’t mean he wasn’t, just that
I can’t prove it!). The howling gale that was
blowing across Perth strengthened and was
varying between 270 and 330 with crosswinds at 15 knots and showers in the area,
so being superior pilots we utilised superior
judgement to save us from having to use our
superior skills. In other words we chickened
out and opened the bar instead of flying.

Jim
Campbell

93

Cheryl
Simpson

90

Michael
Stenson

90

Adrian
Page

87

There will be no Murrayfield competition
in January. Our next competition is January 29th
at Jandakot. Formation Friday this month is
29th December and in January, Australia Day
26/1/18. Enjoy the festive season and I look
forward to seeing you all in the New Year.

Rod
Garnaut

86

Stephen
Wilson

80

Haydn
Vernon

73

Jim
DiMenna

72

Jeff
Stein

66

Rob van
Hamersveld

63

James
Robertson

53

Sylvia
Byers

47

Martin
Jones

0

Our last few competitions are really causing
some of us who think we know what we are doing to take a long hard look at ourselves. In November First Place at Jandakot was taken by a
pre-Solo student in the Glide Approach, while
December’s Murray Field competition of a
Flapless Glide Approach saw Third Place taken by Alex Hartner who had received his RPL
only 2 days earlier. Meanwhile several of the
more experienced competitors including yours
truly were disqualified for needing power.
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CLUB MATTERS

Biomax System Refit

"A disused, overgrown area of the Club gets a make-over to become a beautiful outdoor common
area - you'd never recognise it was the same piece of land." Jodie Atkinson, Marketing Manager.

Trees surrounding Biomax System.

Trees along perimeter fencing.

Australian Tree Lopping Service called in.

Starting at the top....

.... working their way to the bottom.

Mwafrika Landscaping with Sven Zeegers help, getting stuck
into the reticulation.
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Longrove Turf Services roll in with a truck load of grass.

Grass unloaded and ready to roll.

Area prepared, waiting for rolled grass to go down.

Sven & Peter taking a well earned break from 38 degrees!

After rolled grass is completed, paving is about to start.

Debri is removed from site.

Paving finished & woodchip distributed for mulching.

The final touch - Giant Chess + Checkers board made with
recycled Cessna tyres!
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Achievers

HAYDEN HARRISON

RAY BARKER

RAE IVERSEN

MICHAEL ALCOCK

- Congrats on your PPL.

- Gold Star CPL.

- Congratulations on your First Solo. - Well done on your First Solo.

SAMUEL MERCER

ANTON MENKVELD

CAMERON RUCK

ALANA ROBERTSON

- Good work on your RPL!

- Good work on your CPL.

- Kudos on your PPL!

- Round of applause for your
Initial FIRs
Adrian Mowat, Harry Smith, Alex Hartner

Additional First Solos: Mack Ratten, David Stephens RPLs:
CPLs: Alexander Hazell, Keith Chandra, Benjamin McCarren NFR Ratings: Simon Saddick, Johann Nair

RACWA Testimonial:

"Just wanted to send you short message to say thank you to you and your staff for all the support and training over the past few months.
Charlee has been fantastic in helping me settle in at RACWA. Mark, Ashley and Andy have been great with the training and ongoing support.
RPL and PPL have been on my things to do list since the 1970’s and coming from a non-flying background this has been a very steep learning
curve for me. Without the support and training from the above mentioned personnel, the task would have been extremely difficult.
Kindly use this recommendation for anyone thinking of learning to fly in the future! Once again thank you to everyone at RACWA!"
Larry Scamaton - Sales and Marketing Manager - Affordable Living Homes.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Yo u a r e a p a r t o f a C l u b w i t h a p r o u d
aviation history, with over 88 years of service.
The Club has a number of activities that you,
your family and friends can get involved in!
Club flying activities are a great way to meet
fellow aviators and enjoy your flying.
Download our Membership Guide:
http://www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/
content/page/join-racwa.html
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dafydd Phillips
Samuel Duly
Anthony Buhagiar
Fauzan Ahmed
Leila Askari
Mehmet Daglarkiran
Joshua Dilles
Ahmad El Khatib
Daniel Gardner
Dillon Lalor
Ali
James Piesse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jeremy Smith
Emma Whyte
Ji (Jerry) Wong
Dwayne Rye
Ray Barker
Larry Scamaton
Muhammad Faiz
Imesh
Abeygoonewardena
Nick Thodey
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GENERAL AVIATION

Angel Flight

"Angel Flight, launched as an Australian charity in April 2003, is the initiative of Bill Bristow
AM a successful businessman, experienced pilot and very proud winner of the Australian
of the Year Award – Queensland 2005. In 2009, Bill was awarded a Member of the Order of
Australia for service to rural and remote communities through the establishment of Angel
Flight Australia and as a supporter of charitable organisations." Russell Philip, Club Captain.

A

ngel Flight is a charity that
helps rural people deal with the
triple troubles of poor health,
poor finances and daunting
distances by organising nonemergency transport of ambulatory patients
to medical facilities anywhere in Australia.
No aeromedical personnel are carried on the
flights and prospective passengers must be
able to enter and exit a light aircraft without
assistance from the pilot (beyond what you
would normally provide to any other passenger).
My first Angel Flight was back in March
2012. I was tasked to transport a young boy
undergoing chemotherapy and his mother back
to their home in Margaret River after medical
appointments in Perth. It was a lovely VFR
afternoon but my plans to come home night
VFR were thwarted by an alternator failure
in my 177RG passing Bunbury. After a phone
conversation with the maintenance personnel
I got to spend the night on the family’s couch
while my battery charged before a crack of
dawn return the next morning so I could get to
work more or less on time.
My second Angel Flight was the opposite end
of the age spectrum and the opposite direction.
The lady concerned was a sprightly 72 year
old having a checkup following cancer treatment. This time I was tasked to return her to
my former home of Geraldton. This time the
weather was somewhat less pleasant. However
having a reasonably fresh instrument rating
and a nicely equipped Twin Comanche having

replaced the Cardinal all was good to go.
After an instrument departure out of Jandakot
we spent about 20 minutes in and out of
cloud tops with the water and later ground
pretty much completely obscured on the run
up the coast before the cloud slowly cleared
approaching Geraldton. 10 miles or so to the
east of track, in the Pearce restricted areas
there were of course clear skies!
Having dropped my passenger, stretched my
legs, and checked the fuel it was time for a return
to Jandakot. Climbing back into the clouds I
was again in and out of the tops watching the
sun set into the cloud deck. As the flight progressed the cold front approaching the coast
made itself felt not in rough weather but the
temperature plummeting from about 10C to
2C in a few minutes. The descent approaching
Perth bought me back into better than forecast
weather with a 3000 foot ceiling and a nice
visual approach into Jandakot.
So – why should you be volunteering for Angel
Flight? If you are looking for an excuse
to use that expensive licence what better
way than to help someone else while doing
something you are going to do anyway – turning
Avgas into noise and smoke?
What qualifications do you need to be anAngel
Flight Pilot?
* Your own VH registered Australian Certified
Factory Built aircraft not in WARBIRD,
Experimental or Amateur Built categorties, or

Picture courtesy https://www.angelflight.org.au/

the ability to rent one at your own expense;
* For ANY Angel Flight registration as a pilot
– min 250 hrs PIC;
* For VFR flight – number 1 above, endorsed
on the class of aircraft you intend to fly AND
5 hours on type;
* For IFR flight – number 1 above endorsed on
the class of aircraft you intend to fly PLUS relevant IFR rating for that class AND 10 hours
on type; and
* All other requirementss are in accordance
with CASA’s statutory rules – such as currency, (90 day requirements etc), medicals,
proficiency/AFR checks/ instrument renewals.
Angel Flight will reimburse the cost of fuel
used for the flight.
Strangely enough WA with our vast distances
doesn’t seem to attract too many Angel Flight
requests so competition for flights can be fierce.
As a consequence of my last flight I have been
asked to address a group of business and professional women in Harvey. My first question
was “Are there any female Angel Flight pilots
in WA?” and the answer was a resounding NO.
So, all you AWPA members who read this,
how about putting your hand up to become
volunteers. Do something you love and help
someone else while doing it – Volunteer as an
Angel Flight pilot today and try to beat me out
of the next WA flight!
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WA AVIATION

Mrs Mollie Baird

Celebrating 100 years

“Mrs Mollie Baird recently celebrated her 100th Birthday
with a party for family and friends at her home in Peppermint
Grove.” John Douglas, RACWA Chief Flying Instructor.

L

ibby and I were overjoyed to meet
up with Mollie, who is in very good
health and also catch up with her
family including son Richard,
daughter Jillian and granddaughter Joanna
who did some training with the Club.
Dianna, another daughter was a keen pilot and
club committee member until her untimely
passing a number of years ago.
Mollie's husband Neil (dec) was a prominent
businessman (Bairds Dept Store) and a Past
President of the RACWA from 1964 to 1967.
Neil used to race cars and there are photos of
him racing a Tiger Moth at the old Caversham
airfield/race circuit in the club’s early days.
Mollie and Neil had a special affinity with
the Club and it was really special to celebrate
Mollie's milestone.

Rachel Thomas, President of the Shire
of Peppermint Grove addressed
Mollie's family & friends.

Jillian (Mollie's Daughter) & Mollie

Left to right:
Back Row: Nina Baird, Daniel Baird, Henry Baird, Annalise Baird, Georgia Mather. Middle Row: Mollie Baird, Emi Baird, Koby Peterson.
Front Row: Alina Baird, Isabelle Baird.
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'Braking'
News!

“The excessive use of brake
during taxiing results in brake
discs glowing red hot, damaged
and leaking seals and increased
lining and disc wear. If you find
that you have to continually
apply the brake as you taxi,
just reduce the power.” Glen
Caple, RACWA Chief Engineer.

L

ight aircraft brakes and automotive
brakes are very different in design.
The aircraft brake system is designed
with minimum weight as a high
priority and as a result the weight of brake
components are a small fraction of their automotive counterpart.

leaking seals and increased lining and disc wear.
If you find that you have to continually apply
the brake as you taxi just reduce the power.
Most of the aircraft on line at RACWA are
happy around 800 to 1000 RPM depending if
you are taxing upwind or downwind.
When landing we should remember to keep
our heels on the floor and not have feet on
the brake pedals. Failure to do this may result
in flat spotted or blown tyres as feet pushing
on rudder pedals may also apply the brakes
before the tyre touches the runway or before
the full weight of the aircraft is on the tyres.
After the tyres are on the runway full tyre
contact is not achieved until the aircraft is at
a very low speed especially when into a headwind with the flaps down.
To keep the maintenance department and your
brakes happy all you have to do is use power
to control your taxi speed and keep your feet
off the brake pedal until you need the brakes
on the landing roll.

Because of the low weight design the aircraft
brakes have little mass to absorb the heat generated by the friction of the lining and the brake
disc. This is not usually a problem as the brake
components have time to cool down from one
braked full stop landing to the next. What they
are NOT designed to do is to control the taxi
speed of the aircraft for a long period of time.
The primary method of controlling the speed
on the ground is the same as for your car, that
is the throttle. You do not control the speed of
your car using fixed power and variable brake
and it should be the same for the aircraft you fly.
The excessive use of brake during taxi results
in brake discs glowing red hot, damaged and

Taxiing Tips

CASA Issues
Airworthiness
Bulletin For
Mud Dauber
Wasps!

A

ccording to the bulletin mud dauber
wasp nests pose a significant
safety hazard to all aircraft because
they typically remain undetected
in aircraft structure, flight controls, drains
and flight instrument pitot static systems until
during or after take-off. A wasp nest can
completely block pitot tubes, fuel tank vents
and drains.
A recent SDR investigation found a number of
wasp nests inside the wing of a Cessna 182, in
the cavity formed between the rear spar and
the flap fairing. There was also one large wasp
nest entirely suspended on the flight control
cables in the rear fuselage.
RACWA had 5 blocked pitot tubes in just
3 days in December! Please remember to
install the pitot cover when on the ground.

This is what happens when you land
with your brakes on....

Mud dauber wasps will build a nest in
any available cavity..

“Don’t taxi with power and brakes together – you don’t drive a car using the accelerator and
brake at the same time - so reduce power to idle prior to applying brakes in the aircraft.”
Tim Berryman, RACWA Flight Instructor & Safety Manager.
1000RPM when the aircraft is stationary.
May need a small amount of power to start the aircraft moving, but reduce the power slightly once it does start to roll.
Taxi at a fast walking pace with power as required – note generally LESS than 1000 RPM required while taxiing.
Don’t taxi with power and brakes together– reduce power to idle prior to applying brakes in the aircraft.
Look Out and Listen Out.

Industry Presentation
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"The West Australian Aviation College and RACWA welcomed Airbus Airline Marketing
Manager - Matthew Glaus to give the last Industry Presentation of the year to a large audience
of students, members and staff." Mark Heller, WAAC Lecturer.

A

ttendees had been talking about
this presentation for weeks before
with keen interest and anticipation. The aviation industry has
been buoyant for a while now, but no one had
anticipated how big the current order book is
for Airbus and what the projections are in the
future for commercial aviation. Matt’s talk
was informative and optimistic to say the least.
Matt learned to fly at RACWA in 2003 and
obtained his PPL, before going on to do a
Commerce Degree at UWA. The UK was
his next port of call, where he obtained a job
working in Bristol for Airbus which is where
the company makes the aircraft's wings.
Secondments and assignments for the company
then followed with Matt living in Malaysia
and parts of Europe before ending up at
the Airbus Group's headquarters in the
south-western French city of Toulouse.
Matt and his wife have resided there ever
since and like the latin flair and prosperity
of the city as well as the employment
opportunities that the Airbus company has
given not only Matt, but the city and region.
Most know that Airbus is a major player when
it comes to airliner sales and that they are
neck and neck with major competitor, Boeing.
Airbus now has the slight edge of 45% market
share compared to Boeings 43%. Matt proudly
presented impressive statistics on Airbus
– a total order book of 1.01 trillion Euro’s
(A$1.55 trillion), annual Revenue of 49 billion
Euros (A$ 73 billion) and 133,782 employees
worldwide. “Every 1.5 seconds somewhere
around the planet there is an airbus aircraft

taking off or landing” he proclaimed. There
are 17,000 orders with a backlog of 6,874!
Part of the success of the Airbus airliner sales
stems from commonality. The present offerings
of airliners - A320, A330, A350 and A380 all
have commonality! This means that the cockpits
(flight deck) are common, systems, standard
operating procedures and maintenance are very
similar if not the same. Airlines and operators
love this approach as it saves them a lot of
money if they have a standardised fleet.
Matt went on to discuss some interesting
details about the production of the aircraft and
that there are 6 final assembly lines for the airliner production. “An A320 takes one month
to construct. Presently Airbus is making
42 per month and this will increase to 60 per
month in 2019” said Glaus. Most were in awe
of how the manufacturer does this especially
seeing parts of the aircraft are made in different
countries and require transporting via air as
well as transport by barge and truck.
What was even more heartening was hearing
the aviation industry statistics and forecasts
which of course will require thousands of
pilots to work in the sector. “Aviation employs
63 million people globally and has an annual
turnover of 2.7 trillion dollars!” “Asia is the
biggest airliner market as well as the one with
the most growth. India has a 20% increase
on passenger numbers each year!” Matt said
glowingly. (Currently 70 million Indians travel by air domestically each year). Airbus has
$13.6 billion a year in sales in the Asia-Pacific
region alone. “There’s a massively growing
middle class in the emerging countries and air
traffic is currently doubling every 15 years!”.

“There has never been a better time to be a
pilot than now!”
One final statistic which was heartening and
put isolated Perth up there was the prediction
that Perth will become an aviation “Mega
City” by 2034! An aviation mega city is one
which has daily long-haul passenger numbers
greater than 20,000. Currently there are only
42 aviation mega cities – Sydney being the
only one in Australia. By 2034 there will be
91 globally, putting Perth right up there. Let’s
hope the government can get the infrastructure
in place by then!!!

Airbus Airline Marketing Manager
- Matthew Glaus

West Australian Aviation College Students and Royal Aero Club of WA Members & Staff were keen to hear what Matthew had to say
regarding Airbus' projections for their future in Commercial Aviation.
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Murrayfield Matters

Thank you from team YMUL. 2017 has been a great success for Murrayfield. None of it would
have been possible without all the support Kidd and I have received from the members, volunteers
and Jandakot staff. Capt CFI YMUL, John Crisp.

K

idd and I have run YMUL as if it
was our own business and it feels
good to know that we have left our
mark on YMUL. We have seen
YMUL grow a larger student base as well as
flight hours than have been seen in a long time.
Yet again thanks to all the regulars that have
contributed and helped us improve the airfield.
We have seen some very kind acts of generosity in the form of donations for Murrayfield
which we are grateful.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
from Team YMUL

Initially when I was offered the position as CFI
of Murrayfield I didn’t know if it was the right
move for me. Having now done it for a year
I can say I have had a great time managing
the airfield and flight school. It’s a role that I
will look back on and be glad I accepted. Kidd
and I have met some great friends and taken
advantages of opportunities that we would
have never got working at Jandakot. As an
instructor it is very rewarding teaching people to fly out of Murrayfield. It’s great to be

able to send the first solos with minimal flight
time and see the students achieve in a relaxed
environment.
We’ve made the media twice this year. Early
in the year I sent the youngest first solo in
Australia and more recently Sam Mercer’s
RPL. Sam passed his RPL flight test on his 16th
birthday. Sam was born in the UK, technically
he was still 15 at the time of the flight test making
him the youngest RPL holder in Australia.
We are proud of Sam’s achievement and the
passion for aviation that he and his father have.
Also a special mention to Kiddy for passing
his multi-engine and IFR flight test. He’s very
proud of himself and we all are a little bit too
I guess.
As some of you may know my contract for
YMUL was 12 months, come mid-January I
will be returning to Jandakot. I’m not quite
sure how I have survived working with Kidd
this long but it has been good fun.

Sam Mercer achieves his RPL Flight Test on his 16th birthday. Sam was born in the UK, technically he was still 15 at the time of the
flight test - making him the youngest RPL holder in Australia.

Club Diary January

College Diary January

19

Welcome 2018 Buffet.

02

WAAC Commences - Class A18.

26

Formation Friday.

19

Industry Presentation - Horizontal Falls Seaplane Adventures

28

Fastest Circuit Jandakot Club Competition.

For more information visit: www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/events

For more information visit: www.waaviationcollege.com.au/events

TARMAC TOPICS

Refurbishment
of VH-RWJ

R

ob van Hamersveld (Club Member), took one of RACWA's worst condition Instructional 152 Model Aircraft home for repair.
The control surfaces needed to have new replacement hinges fitted - which was a challenge in itself. Parts were very difficult to
obtain from model shops as the range is now almost non-existent (people are more interested in computer games these days), so Rob
had limited bits to work with. Thanks for the magnificent job Rob, she looks good as new!
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FLY
SOLO
IN A WEEK

Ph: (08) 9417 0000
www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au

